Traditional Healing Services
July - September, 2018
The SOAHAC Traditional Healing Services team is preparing a quarterly package for community members
that do not have access to the internet. We want to ensure that all community members have access to Traditional
Healing Services information. This package is available in print at SOAHAC sites and on the SOAHAC website.
• Upcoming teaching circles, ceremonies and gatherings
• Teachings & Information about traditional protocols
• Monthly visiting healers schedules and contact information
• Biographies for SOAHAC’s Visiting and Resident Elders/Healers and Traditional Healing Liaisons
• Approaching an Elder/Healer brochure (by Anishnawbe Health Toronto)

Upcoming Teaching Circles, Ceremonies & Gatherings
• Sharing Circles with Stephanie Trudeau, Traditional Healing Liaison
• Teaching Circles with Farley Eagle Speaker, Resident Elder
• Monthly Community Sweat Lodge Ceremonies with Farley Eagle Speaker, Resident Elder
• Community Sweat & Teachings with Elder Richard Assinewai
• Bi-weekly Drum Circles with Farley Eagle Speaker, Resident Elder
• Medicine Walk with Elder Elva Jamieson
• Drum Making/Ceremony with Farley Eagle Speaker, Resident Elder
• Lunch and Learn with Elder Elva Jamieson
• Medicine Making with Elder Elva Jamieson

Chippewas of the Thames site 519.289.0352
Owen Sound site 519.376.5508

London site 519.672.4079
Windsor site 519.916.1755

www.soahac.on.ca

Sharing Circles
with Stephanie Trudeau, Traditional Healing Liaison

Wednesday, July 11, 2018
3:00 - 5:00 pm
Wednesday, August 8, 2018
3:00 - 5:00 pm
Wednesday, September 26, 2018
3:00 - 5:00 pm
SOAHAC-Chippewas of the Thames
77 Anishinaabeg Drive, Muncey
519.289.0352

Teaching Circles
with Farley Eagle Speaker, Resident Elder

Relationships & Letting Go
Wednesday, July 4, 2018
1:00 - 4:00 pm

Lateral Violence in Ceremony
Wednesday, August 1, 2018
1:00 - 4:00 pm

Bad Medicine
Wednesday, September 5, 2018
1:00 - 4:00 pm

SOAHAC-Chippewas of the Thames
77 Anishinaabeg Drive, Muncey
519.289.0352

Monthly Community Sweat Lodge
Conducted by Resident Elder Farley Eagle Speaker
4th Monday of every month
(July 30, August 27, September 24, 2018)
9:00 am - 4:00 pm
SOAHAC-Chippewas of the Thames
77 Anishinaabeg Drive, Muncey
Please Bring:
Shorts and towel (men)
Skirt and towel (women)
Light Feast Foods to honour the ancestors
Feast bundle (plate, cup, utensils)
Offering of tobacco

Community Sweat & Teachings
Conducted by Elder Richard Assinewai
Thursday, July 19, 2018
8:30 am - 4:30 pm
SOAHAC-Chippewas of the Thames
77 Anishinaabeg Drive, Muncey
Registration needed; call Stephanie Trudeau at 519-289-0352
Potluck lunch and potluck sweat feast (light food for feast)
Please Bring: Shorts and towel (men) or Skirt and towel (women);
Light Feast Foods to honour the ancestors; Feast bundle (plate,
cup, utensils); Offering of tobacco

Big Drum (Pow Wow)
Singing and Teachings
with Farley Eagle Speaker, Resident Elder
1st and 3rd Wednesdays:
July 4 and 18, 2018
August 1 and 15, 2018
September 5 and 19, 2018
6:00 - 7:30 pm
SOAHAC-Chippewas of the Thames (Greenhouse)
77 Anishnaabeg Drive, Muncey ON
Bring your drumsticks and songs. All drums and songs
welcome: water drums, hand drums and shakers.
Share and learn Pow Wow songs and dance styles.
Potluck feast - bring a feast bundle (plate/utensils/cup) and
your favorite dish to share!

All welcome. Please drop in or call for
more information: 519-289-0352

Medicine
Walk
Identiication
& Uses

Facilitated by Elder
Elva Jamieson

Wednesday, July 11, 2018
9:30 am - 4:00 pm
SOAHAC - London
(425 William Street)
Limited space available,
no children under 10 years old,
will be going off site,
transportation is available,
snacks and lunch provided
Please register with Chanda Doxtator,
Traditional Healing Liaison

519.672.4079

Hand Drum
Making/Ceremony
with Elder Farley Eaglespeaker
SOAHAC-London (425 William Street)
Potluck lunches/feast both days - please bring a dish
Limited seats available; register with
Chanda Doxtator, Traditional Healing Liaison at
(519) 672-4079 x 248

Drum Making

Ceremony/Feast

Monday, July 30, 2018
9:00 am - 4:00 pm

July 31, 2018
9:00 am - 2:00 pm

Lunch & Learn:
Indigenous Healing Herbs
with Elder Elva Jamieson
Friday, July 13, 2018
12:00 - 1:00 pm
SOAHAC-London (425 William Street)
Please bring your lunch. Open to everyone!

Medicine
Making
with Elder Elva Jamieson

Wednesday, August 21, 2018
9:00 am - 4:00 pm
SOAHAC - London
425 William Street
Potluck style lunch -bring food and feast bundle
(plate, cup, utensils)
Please register with Chanda Doxtator,
Traditional Healing Liaison:
519.672.4079 x248

Did You Know?
… It is common practice among all Indigenous Nations of the world to offer gifts to the spirits or ancestors when
making a request for a ceremony when you “invite them in” or “call them in.”
Traditional Hawaiians, the Maori people of New Zealand, the Indigenous Nations of Australia, and
many tribal groups on the continent of Africa still maintain this protocol for ceremony. For the Anishinaabe and
Haudenosaunee people of our area, the offering of gifts at a ceremony is vital to both the spiritual process of
reciprocity and for the protection of the individual asked to lead the ceremony. When nothing is offered, our
Healers and Elders must work much harder to try and make the ceremony work, rendering them weak at times.
Although they do not say anything to the individual who requested their help, the one conducting the ceremony,
at times, will be required to offer something of his own and ask for forgiveness for the people as they have
forgotten the original teachings about ceremonies.
For the Anishinaabe people, it is protocol to offer tobacco (semaa), food (wiisniwin or miijiman), and a
gift/gifts (aanokaajignan) just before the ceremony to begin. These offerings are set down for the spirits who will
arrive at the ceremony and later, will be redistributed by the ceremony conductor to others in attendance or to
elders in the community. A “gift” can be practically anything you have to offer. There are no strict rules in this way.
Some people will offer beautifully decorated blankets, if they can afford it, when stacked upon each other they can
stand as high or taller than a man; others will offer beadwork, towels, books, maybe artwork, moccasins, or leather.
Still others may have very little to offer for various reasons.
If you ask a healer what kind of gift you should bring to ceremony they’ll likely respond with, “it’s up to
you; whatever the healing is worth to you?” It doesn’t seem to matter how expensive the gift is – what seems to
matter to the ancestors is your intent and what’s in your heart as our teachers tell us the spirits already know your
truth. In this way, the Anishinaabe people who are well versed on this aspect of ceremony will at times give away
something that has tremendous personal value to them including sacred items, dance outits, or something with
great sentimental value. They know that what they will receive back from the spirits has far greater worth then
items they are physically and emotionally attached to. Some traditional teachers advise the people that whatever
they offer will be waiting for them when they too enter into the spirit world. Gchi-Miigwetch, Yaw^ko (D.George)

Traditional Protocols
Each Elder/Healer has their own protocol; please speak with the Traditional Healing Liaison when you are scheduling
your appointment. You may be required to bring tobacco, wear a skirt, bring a gift of cloth, or there may be moontime
protocols. Offering of tobacco is meant for communication between you, the elder/healer and the Creator.

Traditional Healing Schedules
To everyone who continues to support SOAHAC’s traditional healing services: We are very grateful for your time and
support when you meet the visiting Healers and Elders. Please note that there may be waitlists and you may
be required to schedule one to two months in advance. If you schedule an appointment, please be sure you
can attend in respect of the Healers and other community members on the waitlist. If you must cancel your
appointment, please call us as soon as possible to allow the next person on the list to book their appointment.
We thank you very much for your patience in doing this.
Please also note that our Traditional Healing schedules are subject to change, sometimes with short notice. We
will do everything we can to keep you informed about these changes, especially if you are affected.
Priority appointments are for those supported through an internal referral from SOAHAC’s Traditional Healing
Liaisons and SOAHAC staff where individuals suffer with chronic illness, in need of pain management and the elderly.
The Visiting Elders/Healers are with us monthly.
Joanne Jackson is the Resident Healer/Traditional Healing Manager at SOAHAC-London.
Farley Eagle Speaker is the Resident Elder at SOAHAC-Chippewas of the Thames.

Contact Information
To schedule appointments at Chippewas of the Thames and Outreach locations, contact Stephanie Trudeau,
at 519-289-0352.
To schedule appointments at the London site, contact Chanda Doxtator at 519-672-4079.
To schedule appointments for Delaware Nation at Moraviantown, contact Stephanie Williams at 226-494-1787
or at the Windsor site call 519-916-1755.
To schedule for Owen Sound site, contact Charmaine Jenner at 519-376-5508.
Miigwetch/Yaw^ko/Anushiik/Thank you

TRADITIONAL HEALING SERVICE
MSKOMINI GIIZIS (Raspberry Moon)

JULY 2018
To schedule appointments for Chippewa and Outreach Sites contact Stephanie T. at 519-289-0352. For the London site, contact Chanda D. at 519-672-4079.
To schedule appointments for Delaware, contact Stephanie W. at 226-474-2787 and Windsor site, call 519-916-1755.
For Owen Sound Site, contact Charmaine J. at 519-376-5508.
Miigwetch/Yaw^ko/Thank you
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SCHEDULING ALL ELDERS/HEALERS: Priority appointments for those supported by by
proper referral sources from SOAHAC’s Traditional Knowledge Helpers and SOAHAC
staff where individuals suffer with chronic illness, in need of pain management and the
elderly. Please be reminded to bring tobacco with each visit - females are asked to wear long
skirts. Our visiting Knowledge Helpers are with us monthly. SOAHAC’s onsite Resident
Knowledge Helper, Joanne Jackson, London Site and Farley Eagle Speaker, Chippewa Site.
Miigwetch/Yaw^ko/Thank you

TRADITIONAL HEALING SERVICE
DATKAAGMI GIIZIS (Thimbleberry Moon)

AUGUST 2018
To schedule appointments for Chippewa and Outreach Sites contact Stephanie T. at 519-289-0352. For the London Site contact Chanda D. at 519-672-4079.
To schedule appointments for Delaware/Moraviantown Site contact Lacey G. at 226-494-1787 and for the Windsor Site contact Lacey G. at 519-916-1755
To schedule for the Owen Sound Site contact Charmaine J. at 519-376-5508
Miigwetch/Yaw^ko/Thank you
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TRADITIONAL HEALING SERVICE
MDAAMIN GIIZIS (Corn Moon)

SEPTEMBER 2018
To schedule appointments for Chippewa and Outreach Sites contact Stephanie T. at 519-289-0352. For the London Site contact Chanda D. at 519-672-4079.
To schedule appointments for Delaware/Moraviantown Site contact Lacey G. at 226-494-1787 and for the Windsor Site contact Lacey G. at 519-916-1755
To schedule for the Owen Sound Site contact Charmaine J. at 519-376-5508
Miigwetch/Yaw^ko/Thank you
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SCHEDULEING ALL ELDERS/HEALERS: Priority appointments for those supported by proper referral sources from SOAHAC’s
Traditional Knowledge Helpers and SOAHAC staff wehre individuals suffer with chronic illness, in need of pain management and the
elderly. Please be reminded to bring tobacco with each visit-females are asked to wear long skirts. Our visiting Knowledge Helpers are
with us monthly. SOAHAC’s onsite Resident Knowledge Helper, London Site, Joanne Jackson and Chippewa Site, Farley Eagle
Speaker. Miigwetch/Yaw^ko/Thank you.
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SOAHAC’s Traditional Healing Services Team
Biographies are included to assist you in planning the services that you seek from each of the Traditional Elders/Healers.

Visiting Elders/Healers

Bruce Elijah

Elva Jamieson

Esstin McLeod

Bruce comes from the Oneida of the Thames First Nation (Onyota’a:ka) and is a
member of the Wolf Clan. A very active participant, advocate, and teacher of the
traditions, language and spirituality of the People of the Longhouse (Haudenosaunee),
he is a valuable member of our Traditional Healing Services. Bruce has much life
experience to share. He has travelled throughout the world and has intervened in
many times of crisis for Aboriginal people. Bruce is a Spiritual Leader and Knowledge
Keeper. He assists people through spiritual guidance; which includes traditional
teachings, ceremonies and healing work. He understands the importance of helping
people connect to their identity, “if you know who are and where you belong, you know
where you came from, this helps you know where you are going”.

Elva is from the Cayuga Nation of the Six Nations of the Grand River Territory. She
belongs to the Wolf Clan family of the Longhouse where she sits as Faithkeeper since
she was a teenager. Elva strongly believes in ceremony and its ability to help us adapt
to different changes we experience on our Life Path. Although she has the ability to
conduct a range of traditional healing services on a holisitc/spiritual level to help guide
people toward their personal healing, she considers herself a “Plant Person.” Elva had
been taught local traditional medicines through her mother who was also well-known
for her indigenous knowledge of plants and their use. Elva has incorporated all this
knowledge toward her commitment to preserve our languages, culture, spirituality, and
to reawaken the Onkwehonwe faith in their ability to heal themselves.

Esstin is a member of the Mississaugi First Nations. Esstin has been studying and
practicing Aboriginal Healing Methods for the past 30 Years. Through her years of
study and experiential learning she has designed and facilitated “Wisdom Healing”
workshops, to promote the healing beneits of Spiritual Plant Therapy. Her design
includes the Medicine Wheel as a Wholistic Approach to health and healing.
Ernestine’s life philosophy is, “Within the Circle of Life, Anishinaabe Healing Leads
to Empowerment.” Ernestine guides people through medicine walks to teach them
about the medicinal properties of local plants.

Joanne Cheechoo

Richard Assinewai

Joanne is a member of the Cree Nation from the community of Moose Factory, Ontario.
Joanne has been in the holistic ield since 1998 and has a background in counselling.
Over the past number of years her work experience has been centered on the healing
arts – speciically with Aboriginal people. A sensitive caring leader in life, she completed
training in the technique of Aromatherapy Massage and works in consultation with our
Traditional Healing staff to help those who are experiencing too much stress and/or chronic
pain. Joanne is certiied in Iridology, Nutrition, Herbology, Reiki, Therapeutic Touch and
Relexology. She is a Doula, does prenatal massage and teaches infant massage.

Richard (Animkee-Aankwod) is actively involved in the preservation of his culture and
traditions and is a luent Anishnaabemwin (Ojibwa) speaker. He has worked with
Aboriginal people struggling with the justice system and has worked inside Community
Corrections facilities. Richard had endured many dificult life situations and he openly
shares these experiences, his acquired knowledge and his wisdom through his personal
story of spiritual development. Although Richard is familiar with many modalities of
Traditional Healing, he is most often called upon to create sacred space and facilitate
spiritual ceremony, communicating with our ancestors, and assisting people to ind their
original connections to creation.

Resident Elders/Healers

Farley Eagle Speaker

Spirit/Traditional name/s: Eagle Boy – Early Riser Sundancer – Red Eagle. Farley is
Nakota, Cree, Blackfoot from Eagle Hills, Southern Alberta. He is from the Golden
Eagle Clan. Farley is a Sweatlodge Conductor and Pipe Keeper. Farley is active member
in the Horn Society Sundance, Chippewa of Thames Sundance and Swepmic/Shuswap
Sundance Warrior Society. Also a member with the Black Lodge Grass Dance Society
and an NAC Roadman/Leader. Farley has a background in counseling and a diverse
knowledge of traditional teachings and ceremonies. He is the Resident Elder
at SOAHAC-Chippewas of the Thames.

Joanne Jackson is Eagle Clan from the Kettle & Stony Point First Nation. Joanne has
sat with various elders and healers for over twenty-ive years and has been entrusted to
conduct traditional doctoring, and various healing ceremonies such as sweatlodges. She
also provides cultural teachings to guide people on their own journey. In addition, Joanne
has obtained a Master’s Degree in Social Work and has worked in many First Nations and
Native organizations over the past 25 years.

Joanne Jackson

Traditional Healing Liaisons
The Traditional Healing Liaisons are Helpers. They use their gifts as Helpers to the Healer during your visit, and as Helpers to you
before, during and after your visit. The THL is your irst point of contact and will help to guide your visit with scheduling, note-taking
so you can remember your appointment, and support with follow-up. You can contact them anytime if you have any questions.

Shekoli swakweku Kahnekiyostha niyukyats Ohkwali niw^kitalotha Onyota’aka
niyukohatsyotha. Ukwehuwe name is Kahnekiyostha, meaning to Purify Water. She
is Bear Clan, from Oneida Nation of the Thames and a mother of two handsome
boys. For the past few years, Chanda has been learning in a Traditional Medicine
Practitioner program and doing some work in the Chippewa, Munsee and Oneida
area. She has been working with medicines and mentors, learning what she can to
help with wholistic healing. Chanda is the THL in London.

Chanda Doxtator

Lacey is an Ojibwe Bodewatomi AnishnaabeKwe from Bkejwanong First Nation but
also has family ties to Aazhoodena. Her spirit name is GiizhgadnungKwe and she is
currently being carried by Eagle clan. She began her career in the health care sector as
a Certiied Level II Dental Assistant but had a deeper motivation to work more closely
with her Anishnaabeg people and their healing journeys. So after staying home and
raising her four children and working on herself and her own healing journey, she
received a Community Service Worker Diploma and began working in the Windsor
area. She is an Indigenous Artist and Beadwork enthusiast and enjoys sharing her talent
with the community through beading classes & workshops and is eager to learn more
Anishnaabemowin and what it takes to live the good life while walking the red road.

Lacey George

Charmaine is from Neyaashiinigmiing First Nation, formerly known as Cape Croker.
She is Ojibway and Oneida, and her clans are the Otter and Turtle. Charmaine was
raised by her grandparents in Neyaashiinigmiing First Nation, brought up knowing
her Anishnaabe way of life which included ceremonies, and culture being integrated
in her everyday life. For the past ive years, Charmaine has been working the Kina Waa
Noojmojig Nanaweing Wellness Centre in Neyaashiinigmiing First Nation. Her role was
frontline worker, including administrative duties and community support, advocacy and
triage to the Wellness Team, as well as, other resources. She has enjoyed getting to know
her community through regular programming, and ceremonial events such as Sweats,
Ceremonies, and Cultural Workshops. Charmaine acknowledges that Healing is about
taking care of our physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual well-being. Charmaine is the
THL for the Owen Sound region.

Charmaine Jenner

Stephanie Trudeau

Ahnii. Boozhoo. Stephanie Trudeau dizhnikaaz. M’Chigeeng donjibaa. I am from
M’Chigeeng First Nation, Manitoulin Island. I am originally from the Wiikwemikoong
Unceded Indian Reserve. After being raised by my grandparents in M’Chiegeeng I migrated
there. I have been employed at SOAHAC since 2007, started as Medical Administration
and in 2014 I became the Shkaabewis (Helper) to our Traditional Healing Services, as of
April 2017 I was graciously offered the position of Traditional Healing Liaison and accepted
with great pride. It has been my pleasure and a great honour in being able to service the
First Nation territories within the Southern Ontario region. Look forward to the continued
relationships that I have built. Miigwetch/Thank you. Stephanie is the THL for the
Chippewas of the Thames First Nation site.

An Elder does not have to be a senior
but could be someone younger who has
many teachings and who has earned the
respect of their community by contributing
to its spiritual development.
VISITS WITH HEALERS, ELDERS
AND MEDICINE PEOPLE

When you go to a Healer, Elder or
Medicine Person, be yourself, be
respectful to them and to yourself.
Take tobacco to give as an offering.
Tobacco is meant for that com
munication between you, the Healer and
the Creator. The tobacco can be in any
form. For example, it can be one cigarette
from a pack, it can be a pack of cigarettes,
it can be a pouch of tobacco or it can be
loose tobacco wrapped in a small square of
cloth (called a tobacco tie).
Talk to the Healer or Elder explaining
why you have come to them.
Refrain from taking alcohol or drugs for
four days before going to a Healer.
Women schedule their appointments with
Healers for times when they are not on
their moontime.

REFERRALS TO HEALERS,
ELDERS AND MEDICINE PEOPLE

As our awareness and knowledge of our
traditions and culture increases, so does our
honour and respect for these ways. This has
not always been the case in our communities.
There are always those who present
themselves as Healers , Elders or Medicine
People who have not earned that title and may
use the teachings and medicines in the wrong
way. It is important for everyone, especially
young people, to be aware of this and to
exercise caution when they seek healing,
teachings or advice. It is advisable to consult
with people whom you trust to get referrals to
respected and recognized Traditional Healers,
Elders and Medicine People.
Other pamphlets in this series include:

CFasting
CClans
CYour Name and Colours
CFeasts and GiveAways
CSweat Lodge
CMoontime
CTraditional Healing
CFour Sacred Medicines
CSacred Items and Bundles
Special acknowledgement is given to the following
Healers and Elders who contributed their
knowledge and understanding of the traditions and
culture in the preparation of these brochures:
Jake Aguonia, Garnett Councillor,
Harlan Down Wind, Roger Jones,
Rose Logan, Mary Louie, Dorothy Sam,
Nelson (SugarBear) Shognosh,
Geraldine Standup and Ella Waukey.

Other gifts can be given to express your
gratitude for the help you have received.
This may be in the form of an item such as
a basket or blanket or it could be money.

This project has received financial support from the Government
of Ontario, Aboriginal Healing and Wellness Strategy.

There are certain protocols specific to
each Healer, Elder or Medicine Person.
Many Healers will have helpers who will
convey these protocols to you. For
example, they will let you know whether you
may receive treatment after having
chemotherapy.

Anishnawbe Health Toronto
225 Queen Street East
Toronto, Ontario M5A 1S4
Tel (416) 360-0486
Fax (416) 365-1083
©Anishnawbe Health Toronto, 2000

APPROACHING A
TRADITIONAL
HEALER, ELDER
OR MEDICINE
PERSON
“Native Teachings are about
a Way of Life”

The information in this pamphlet is only a
small portion of the many and extensive
Native Teachings that exist.
Teachings vary from First Nation to
First Nation and even from one
geographic region to another.
For more information, please consult with a
Traditional Elder,
Healer or Medicine Person.

ANISHNAWBE HEALTH TORONTO

APPROACHING A TRADITIONAL
HEALER, ELDER or MEDICINE
PERSON

When you are on a healing journey, it is a
natural step for you to seek help and
guidance from a Traditional Healer, an
Elder or a Medicine Person.
HEALERS

When Healers talk about healing, they say
that the Creator and the spirits work
through them to help the people. If they
are asked in what way they are different,
they say that the gifts they have and that
they are allowed to use is what makes them
different. They always express their deep
gratitude for the healing powers of
everything that the Creator has put here
and for the spirits that do the healing.
Each Healer has a purpose and that
purpose is to help the people. They tend
not to call themselves Healers but might
refer to themselves as helpers in
Traditional Healing or helpers to the
spirits.
The help that they give is credited to the
spirit that they have, the Creator, and the
spirit helpers who come in many forms to
assist them. Helpers can manifest in any
form. They can be animals, trees, sticks,
rocks, fire, water, plants and earth.
The abilities of some Healers are said to
be their birth right and generally these
individuals start training and working at an
early age. The abilities of others may be
revealed later in life as a result of a severe
illness or a near-death experience. Some
may go on fasts or on a vision quest where
their gifts and their responsibilities are
revealed and explained to them by the
spirits.

A Healer can be given his or her direction
of how to take care of the people through
dreams and visions.
There are similarities to all healing
practices but each Healer has their own
way and medicines that they work with.
Each Healer is an individual and they live
their lives according to the teachings they
have received. Some may work with plants,
some may counsel, some may use other
forms of doctoring and some may heal with
their hands. They may work through
ceremonies such as the sweat lodge or the
shaking tent. There may be one or many
forms of healing that they have received
training in.
Depending on the form that their healing
work takes, Healers may use drums and
shakers as they sing and pray. They will
use one or more of the four sacred
medicines for smudging.
MEDICINE PEOPLE

Some Healers are called Medicine
People because they work with the plant
medicines. They know about plants and
they prepare medicines.
There are special procedures for
everything. If a Healer needs a powerful
medicine for someone, the Healer has to
find out how to get it, how to keep and
store it, and how it should be used and
given. One plant may have five or six
different uses. The Healer may need to
fast in order to learn about a particular
medicine. Healers say that they are
continually learning.

< Doctoring <
Doctoring takes many forms. The use of
the medicines is one of them. Removing
sickness by extraction is another.

Some Healers are specialists in treating
certain illnesses. For example, a Healer
may have special abilities to help with heart
disease or with diabetes.
As Traditional Healing is holistic, if a
person seeks help for an ulcer, it is not
only the ulcer that is treated. The root
cause of the condition is addressed.

< Spiritual Healing <
All Healers look at all aspects of the
individual - the spiritual, emotional, mental
and physical – as they are interrelated.
There are some who describe the work
they do in terms of working with energy,
the mind and the spirit. They might work
with eagle feathers to get to the core of
the problem.
< Counselling <
Counselling is an intrinsic part of all
Healing, but there are Healers whose
particular gift is to use words to heal.
Some communities have seers who it is
said can see backwards and forwards.
< Ceremonies <
Healers may perform doctoring during a
sweat lodge ceremony or they may take
care of you when you go on your fast for
healing. They may work through the
shaking tent to advise and prescribe and
they may support you when you
participate in the sun dance.
ELDERS

A Traditional Elder is someone who
follows the teachings of our ancestors. It is
said Traditional Elders walk and talk the
good way of life.
Traditional Elders teach and share the
wisdom they have gained of the culture,
history and the language. The sharing of
their wisdom is healing.

